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The lucid and provocative argument underlying J. M. Arthur's "word map" can be summarised in a few
sentences. Her claim is that the English language carries within it the image and idea of a particular kind
of environment and landscape. That vision was transported to Australia with the language and acts as a
screen between the colonists" eyes and the country they view. What the non-indigenous Australian sees,
or rather, projects across the actual landscape when they write or speak about it in English, is the
country that they althought or hoped would be there: almost anything but the country that is. In fact, to
represent Arthur's argument accurately, it is not simply the colonist's "hope" or "dream" of a particular
kind of country that is disappointed, but a hope carried within the language itself. Risking a form of
pathetic fallacy, Arthur writes: "the language sees double; two landscapes, one present and one
'remembered.' The double vision results in expectation and disappointment. The words look for what is
not there, for the other country that didn't happen. Charles Sturt is not the only person who has, in belief
and expectation if not in physical reality, towed a boat through the Australian landscape" (24).

The notion that the geographical, political and cultural process of colonisation is partially achieved
through language, or takes place within language as much as within space, has been argued by many

before Arthur. Paul Carter's 1988 book The Road to Botany Bay, to name just one, showed how the
European settlement of Australia involved a protracted effort at "coming to terms" with an unfamiliar, and
as far as the settlers were concerned, hostile landscape and environment. Moreover, it showed that
occupying and controlling the space began with naming and mapping, or more accurately, with
re-naming and re-mapping, erasing the "original" and indigenous in the process. Carter's book has
undoubtedly been a significant influence on Arthur, though Arthur's focus is not on place-names and
proper nouns, but on the common nouns, adjectives and verbs used to describe natural features,
animals, and climactic events found on the Australian continent. Perhaps more interesting is the fact that
Arthur's survey does not cover the period of early European occupation (as most studies of colonialism in
Australia do) but the twentieth-century. To all intents and purposes, by the time of Federation it could be
supposed that the land was already settled and thus that the English language used by the settlers to
describe their home was mostly fit to the place. What Arthur shows is that the "default" country persists
in the language even until the present day.

In detail, Arthur reveals from chapter to chapter how the difference - the gap between the default country
and the land itself - is maintained within an Australian English lexicon. Arthur's map of everyday
language is arranged around some broad themes, such as time, knowledge, naming, evaluation,
change, and control - her examples are drawn from newspapers, travel guides, textbooks, catalogues,
dictionaries, agricultural journals, government reports, and television and radio programs. The following
passage from the closing paragraph of a middle chapter links together many of the threads Arthur
pursues:

The lexicon of control divides the colonising context through time, by implying there was a
situation before the action of control; and through space, by marking where control begins
and ends, and what is outside that control. Colonial control splits the place "Australia" into the
"unlocked" and the "locked," the "open" and the "shut," the "fenced" and the "unfenced." The
Australian river, once ephemeral, subterranean, unpredictable, now runs clear and
permanent in the irrigation ditch, drought-proofing the terrifying country.(121)

The specifically Australian vocabulary, to which Arthur draws our attention here, "drought-proofing," is in
fact part of a group of words relating to water, or its absence, which are of particular significance with
relation to the notion of the default country. As Arthur points out, the word "drought" carries with it the
sense of an abnormal ecological event, something outside the normal progress of seasons and rainfall.
In Australia, however, it might not be accurate to see even extended periods of low, or zero rainfall as
abnormal. Indeed, this may be the normal situation for parts of the continent. One might argue that the
word means what it means, and is just as applicable in Australia where drought is a regular, recurrent



event, as in England where drought is simply less frequent. The use of the word "drought," however, in
Australia has political, cultural, economic, and environmental impact. If Arthur is right, the language
conditions its users to expect rainfall as a right, if not divine then at least "natural."

In one sense, then, the word suggests to Australians that the country they inhabit is defective,
encourages them to take steps to "repair" the land through extensive programs of irrigation, and also
leads them to seek redress or compensation from governments when such programs fail. The same logic
is followed, in Australian responses to fire and flood, the second two of the "The Three Horsemen" as
Arthur calls them in an especially challenging chapter. One can read here and elsewhere how significant
and integral fire is to some Australian flora and ecosystems. And yet the English words surrounding
"bushfires" continues to cast it as the villain in a human drama, the continuing struggle to tame a
"savage," "lawless" land. As Arthur writes, "once the beast [fire] is released it must be kept out of the
colonised space. The fire is kept out by 'bushfire control,' 'bushfire law,' bushfire legislation,'bushfire
prevention,' 'bushfire suppression'; by 'fire bans,''fire breaks,''fire exclusion,' 'fire hazard reduction,' 'fire
protection,''fire restrictions,' 'total fire bans' and 'fire wardens'" (148).

One could quibble with the fact that Arthur's argument pays little attention to context, granted that when
an individual writes or talks about a "drought" or "fire" they could use the terms ironically, sarcastically, or
simply with some awareness of how the word itself has altered his or her perception of the event. From a
similar angle, it could be argued that the book should look not simply at a "lexicon" but an Australian
grammar: in other words, the way agency, even intention, is ascribed to natural forces within the
environment through syntax. The development of an ecological consciousness still has, that is to say, to
take account of the way in which human concerns and values underline our understanding of
ecosystems and how we think we should live in and with them.

Similarly, Arthur's claim about the way Australian English affects the settler's attitude to the place in
which they live has implications for the relation between humans, language and environment beyond
Australia. As she points out, for non-indigenous Australians the default country, the one against which
the actual country is measured and evaluated, is England: a land of plentiful water, green fields and
defined, regular seasons. Even for England and for other countries, however, the argument could be
made that a different "default country" influences attitudes and responses to the environment: that
country is Eden, or arcadia, paradise undivided and unmediated. That is to say, whether one lives in
Australia or elsewhere, to describe a place in terms of its absences, loss, defects or failures is to view it
through the lens of an imagined exemplar, and to establish a dichotomy of fallen and redeemed with
distinctly Judeo-Christian overtones. Ultimately, any further discussion of "default" countries would have
to take account of this theological and cultural dimension of the human experience of environment.

Nevertheless, so far as it records in meticulous detail a hitherto unnoticed, though not unremarkable
aspect of the ongoing colonial experience of Australia, this book warrants close and careful reading.


